UMBC will continue to make significant investments in the upgrade and maintenance of its classroom and lecture hall facilities in FY’11 and FY’12. The following projects have been approved for funding in FY’11:

1. Upgrade of classrooms MP101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106 $ 311,000
2. Lighting improvements in Lecture Hall III $ 26,250
3. Upgrades to Lecture Hall I $ 500,000
4. Replacement of AV System in Lecture Hall II $ 31,000
5. Replacement of AV System in Lecture Hall V $ 15,000
6. Install fixed AV Systems in Fine Arts 006 and 018 $ 14,000

Construction of the Student Learning Center (SLC) to be located in the Albin O. Kuhn Library 1st floor has also been approved for FY’11. The total cost estimate for the SLC is $500K. Funding is mostly in place, with $200K allocated from the Facilities Renewal budget and the remainder of the funds being provided from a contribution of various funding sources.

The following project has been approved for FY’12:

1. Upgrade of classrooms SOND406, Fine Arts 015 and 018 $ 100,000